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Introduction to Customer Experience Management(CEM)

Typical CEM Data Record

What is CEM ?

There are always two-sides to a story.

One is the story that the brand narrates using marke�ng (”the promise”), the other side is that of the 
customer, on how the brands narra�on before purchase/experience of product or a�er 
purchase/experience have been actually perceived (”the delivery”) by its customers.

Studying the pa�erns found from macro experiences and story from the customer point of view 
enables brands to weave a experience that sets them apart in the eyes of its customers & peers.

Why CEM ?

   - Improve narra�on of be�er stories from marke�ng, that remain memorable for longer.
   - Gain compe��ve differen�a�on in crowed industries among peers.
   - Improve profitability, by being more effec�ve with products, pricing & services.
   - Proac�vely enable service recovery to minimize impact of excep�ons.

The Customer's Journey Map:

Customer experiences involves mul�ple points of contact a brand has with its customers, during each 
interac�on with the products or service of the business different individual customers will experience 
different levels of service at every touch point over a period of �me; tracking Customer 
Experience(CX) across all touch points enable businesses to map the journey and op�mize touch 
points.

Consistent exemplary Customer Experience(CX) across touch-points can turn customers into 
advocates, resul�ng in a long term rela�onship between both par�es than merely a one-�me 
transac�on, this promotes word-of-mouth and turns the customer into a powerful touch point for the 
brand.

Booking a Ticket On the Web Checkin At the Gate In-flight Service BaggageŒ � Ž � �

Flight #342

-vs-

Flight #344

Sample customer journey for a airline :

5:40 AM

21:10 PM
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Look at the Typical CEM Data Record (Input)

CEM Data typically consists of anonymous/agreegate answers to a CEM Ques�onnaire as collec�vely 
perceived by customers of the brand. CEM Data is unlike that of data collected and stored on a 
CRM/Loyalty/HRM system, which use specific data, while with CEM, only aggregate data is useful for 
deriving macro analy�cs insights

Sample CEM Records (Input) :

NPSAnonymous
(Completely)

è Typical CEM Analy�cs Insights

Rating - Service Rating  - Value

9/10

NPSAnonymous
(Pseudonymity)

Rating - Service Rating  - Value

9/10

CustomerID

XX-1234

Analytical Insights: Actionable Discovery of Promoters, Detractors & Passive Ratios, Service Quality Measure on Rated Areas, Influence of 
Value on Service.

Analytical Insights: Above + Service Recovery Capability , External Ticketing(Contact Details Looked up using CRM).

NPSAnonymous
(Aggregates)

Region/City Age Group

9/10

CustomerID

XX-1234

Analytical Insights : Above + Regional & Demographics Grouping(Useful is Age group vs Specific Age). 

25-30South West

NPSAnonymous
(Transactional Aggregates)

Region/City Purchase Range

9/10

Mobile/Email

12345-1234

Analytical Insights : Above + Transactional Context to Customer Experience.

500-2500South West

Data Not Found Nor Useful for CEM : Names, Addresses, DOB, PIN’s, Passwords, SSN/KYC, Credit Card Numbers/CHDs, History.

NPSUnique ID
(Contact Only)

Region/City Purchase Range

9/10

Mobile/Email

12345-1234

Analytical Insights : Above + Respond Back Capability, NPS Loop Soft Ticketing.

1000-5000South West

CEM CRM Loyalty HRM

Data Stored Customer Opinions 
(Macro Level)

Detail Customer Profile
(Micro Level)

Detailed Profile
& Transaction Trail

User Profile, DOB, Address
SSN, History & More

Example 
Record

xyz
40-45
Interested to know 
op�ons on 
wealth management

Jon doe
DOB: 30-01-1975
Lives at : #1 CRM Av.
Phone : 555-1235566
Secret Answer : Go

xyz
40-45
Interested to know 
op�ons on 
wealth management

NPS : 9/10
Staff: 4/5
Value : 5/5
Age Group : 25-30
Region : North

Jon doe
Card: 4512-XXX-XXX
Lives at : #1 CRM Av.
Purchased : Widgets 
Value : $250.25

xyz
40-45
Interested to know 
op�ons on 
wealth management

Jon doe
DOB: 30-01-1975
SSN : 123-12345-123
Blood Group: B +ive
Past History : Xyz

Net Promoter, Net Promoter Score, and NPS are trademarks of
Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.

®

®
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Anonymous/ Opinionated Intrusive/Highly Sensitive



Look at the Typical CEM Analytics Insights (Output)

Ac�onable analy�cs & insights are derived from the collected customer experience data, these 
include : NPS, CDM, Scorecards & Insights.

NPS

Net Promoter Score
(NPS)

è

65

CEM Insight :  NPS is a measure of the customer loyalty to a brand, 
and it has been found to correlated with revenue growth. 

NPS can be as low as −100 (everybody is a detractor) or as high as +100 
(everybody is a promoter). An NPS that is positive (i.e., higher than 
zero) is felt to be good, and an NPS of +50 is excellent.

 The ability to measure customer loyalty is a effective methodology to 
determine the likelihood that the customer will buy again, talk up the 
company and resist market pressure to defect to a competitor.

Net Promoter, Net Promoter Score, and NPS are trademarks of
Satmetrix Systems, Inc., Bain & Company, Inc., and Fred Reichheld.

®

®

Promoters
80

®

Passive
5

Detractors
15

Delight Score

Customer Delight Meter
(CDM)

76

CEM Insight :  Customer Delight Meter (CDM) score is a multi-
dimensional delight measure that can be customized by brands to fit 
their industry profile or to adaptively increase weights of certain 
metric more than others.

Many times, a single item question such as NPS is much less reliable 
and more volatile than a composite index, by combining multiple 
dimensions of ratings, a composite delight score can be built that may 
perform significantly better in predicting customer recommendations 
and retention.

Service Index
80

Staff Index
82

Value Index
72

0 100

Gift Wrap
Insight ScoreCard 46.82%

CEM Insight :  Not all the insight needs to be obtained the hard way, 
sometimes the best way to know - what action you can take today to 
make the most difference to your business is to just ask your 
customers that straight up.

For example, asking a simple question “what can we improve the 
most on ?” can lead to a simple actionable answer - that can be acted 
upon; surprisingly, contrary to common wisdom of big budgets to 
improve satisfaction, improving upon the smallest of things can lead 
to a large increase in customer experience, in-turn leading growth.

Music
28.54%

Lighting
14.10%

Parking
10.54%

Insight 1

Analytics Insights
(Regression Analysis)

Range Vs Knowhow

CEM Insight :   Finding how a change in single metric impacts other 
metrics can lead to predictive discovery of areas that can be improved 
to up the overall customer experience.

Regression analysis includes many techniques for modelling and 
analyzing several variables, with the focus on the relationship between 
a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. This 
enables knowledgeable data scientists & statistical experts to spot 
hidden gems to bring unique insights on-top for action.

Insight 2
Range Vs Features

Insight 3
Service Vs Speed

Insight 4
Speed Vs Value

Gift Wrapping
46.82% (160)

What can we improve the most on ?

®

Look at the Typical CEM Analytics Insights (Output)

Ac�onable analy�cs & insights are derived from the collected customer experience data, these 
include : NPS, CDM, Scorecards & Insights.

NPS

Net Promoter Score
(NPS)

è Build to be PaaS
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Built to be PaaS

CloudCherry CX PaaS = CloudCherry’s Nimble/Agile CX Logic +  Microso�’s Azure Enterprise 
Reliability.

The pla�orm is offered as a So�ware as a Service(SaaS) solu�on to businesses, while being deployed 
on the cloud as a Pla�orm as a Service(PaaS) on-top of Microso� Azure. 

Live across a Globally Deployed PaaS Network spanning 5 con�nents, with choice of data residency 
across 7 different sovereign territories for enterprise customers to choose.

OPEN ACCESS
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Just how reliable is PaaS  compared to the alterna�ves ?

The Pla�orm

èè Pla�orm Architecture & Stack



Analyze Insight

Pla�orm Built On
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CloudCherry CX Tech Stack Historic Evolu�on
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Back-end  Infrastructure Mobile Applica�ons Web Frontend

December 2013

C# on Azure w/ MongoDB

Pros :
Ÿ Modern, Concise & Completely Async
Ÿ Highest level of abstrac�on on deployment -  

PaaS on Azure w/ C# managed run�me.
Ÿ Cost efficient - single dev toolset/code reuse 

across back-end, desktop & mobile.
Ÿ Best of Microso� w/ Best of OpenSource(Mongo)

Cons : 
Percep�on of Microso� (early 2000's) -  however 
without much bias, best tools for the task on hand 
were picked, C# considered on its own merits, 
matched with MongoDB (and not MSSQL 
consciously) to build a enterprise grade CX Pla�orm 
warehousing large quan��es of data, performing 
elegantly over the cloud with rock solid enterprise 
reliability & security.

Runner-up : Java on AWS w/ MySQL

December 2013

C# on Xamarin

Pros :
Ÿ Single code base/team - Na�ve iOS + Android + 

Windows + Desktop
Ÿ Write Once, Squash Bugs Once, Add Features 

Once
Ÿ Cost efficient - single dev toolset/code reuse 

across back-end, desktop & mobile

Cons : 
Applica�on Size, Xamarin uses Mono .NET run�me 
bundled with each app to run the applica�on -  
however the app CX collec�on needed was for 
businesses(B2B) - who won’t mind a slightly bigger 
app having both fast internet and larger spaces than 
individual customers(B2C).

Runner-up : iOS Na�ve, Android Na�ve & Desktop

December 2013

AngluarJS SPA

Pros :
Ÿ MVC w/ HTML5 vs just JS for Views(jQuery/React 

in Dec’13)
Ÿ Data Bindings for Completely API Driven SPA
Ÿ Complete Framework vs Standalone Libraries
Ÿ Mature eco-system(as of Dec’13)
Ÿ Rapid Development/Release Cycle

Cons : 
Angular provides en�re framework which front-
loads considerable effort at the start, however once 
the framework gets going, adding incremental 
features take hours as opposed to days it took to set 
it all up, this make it the best for both a enterprise 
applica�on and a agile early-stage startup.

Runner-up : Knockout, React(w/o Flux - r:May’14)

Today :

C# on Azure has served very well,  going from one 
sole PaaS deployment to Global PaaS across 5 
con�nents w/o any Dev Ops, while s�ll assuring 
enterprise grade reliability, stability, resilience for 
the CX Pla�orm.

C# Complier is Today OpenSource, .NET now runs on 
all Os’s, Microso� is no longer as in the past.

Today :

Single code base has remained the bread-winner for 
company, while allowing to hedge the mobile 
pla�orm wars, all the while running and deployed 
across thousands of physical loca�ons for large 
businesses regardless of their choice of devices.

Xamarin/Mono is now part of Microso�, free & 
OpenSource. 

Today :

Angular JS Dashboard has been the defacto work-
horse with addi�on of hundreds of features in 
building a incredible fast moving enterprise product.

Angular2 now uses TypeScript - a first class 
programming language with OOPs, Generics, 
Lambdas & more.

è



Frequently Asked Questions(FAQ) - Developers
What development opportuni�es/areas exist ?

Take a look at Projects Roster(annex) , which overviews all projects at CloudCherry.

What does some features of a CEM look like ?

Take a look at the Feature Coverage(annex), on almost all, you can delve deep and add/create to 
dis�nguish/break-away from the rest of the pack.

Who can work on what ?

Anything as long as your are self-driven to be produc�ve with the work of your choice and can deliver 
high quality & reliable code.

Once you start being produc�ve on a project and are a regular contributor, you automa�cally will 
inherit the ownership of the project and control its des�ny, including being able to re-write the en�re 
thing into something be�er - as long as it meets or beats the status quo on.

What languages can I work with ?

Our preference is to go with the merits of the tool to job at hand than with any status quo or even a 
lagging best-prac�ce that everybody may have already be execu�ng at that point in �me, as products 
need to meet the demands of future than of the present, to build it takes �me, to acquire customers 
it take �me, to get engagement levels going it takes �me, so building with the best tool for the task is 
what projects forward elegantly, below is a checklist :

Ÿ A open project ( Refer to projects roster ) - These are pre�y much open to adap�ng any 
language/framework as long as it meets the func�onal/non-func�onal requirements for the task 
at hand.

Ÿ Project up for re-write - These projects have their scope changed significantly making them a good 
candidates for a fresh start, and can also be considered open while covering the exis�ng gaps.

Ÿ EOL approaching projects/renewal - All projects have a defined life-�me just like a contract that 
are up for renewal, even technologies need to re-evaluated to stay relevant, example : Core 
Pla�orm was built 3yrs ago, with a designed span of working solid for 5yrs, unless this is renewed 
by moving to next-gen .Net which is .Net Core(not yet mature at the �me of wri�ng this), it will 
come up effec�vely for renewal in beginning of 2018, at that �me, you can change the pla�orm to 
something else en�rely, say  running on  or  - exci�ng possibili�es!.Clojure Oracle Cloud AWS Lamda

Ÿ Backup cover from other developers ( Refer to staff members roster/annex ) - If you know that say 
erlang is great for concurrent programming in suitable for open project x, start with a prototype 
using erlang, demo the code, and let somebody else give it a try to be produc�ve using it, if you 
get at-least two other developers to buy in, then you have a deal to code in erlang.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clojure
http://cloud.oracle.com
http://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
https://www.erlang.org/


Frequently Asked Questions(FAQ) - Developers

What if I don't have a tradi�onal background in X/Y/Z ? 

Not a issue, If you can learn a new skill, are you..

Slogging to prepare ppt/excel's ? , then you can get some excitement by working on the actual 
product, learn to code, pick a small project to learn you way into a new career, this could provide 
your edge even in Sales or CS to close deals by adding or commi�ng to a deal-breaking features on 
the spot.

UI all the �me ?, work on back-end, which is where the power is, at-least looking in from the UI 
crowd ( ah, may be the grass in greener on the other side)

Boring Back-end ? work on glam front-end, which is the buzz in town (to the back-end vice versa).

Mobile developer ? work on Back-end and build your full-stack skills to prep for building the next 
Uber startup of your own.

Tes�ng other people work ? how about your own original work, by now you already know when you 
see good code, so you may be able to write good code already.

What can be Open Sourced ?

Broadly when you work for any so�ware company and write code, the code is considered a work for 
hire making it a copywrite/IP that belongs to business than to you personally, this is to ensure that 
the core USP/IP of organiza�on is built over a �me & is a store value for the overall 
shareholders(including you if you hold ESOP), however contribu�ng to open source is only fair as we 
use lot of the re-usable parts of open source to keep our business running and efficient for our share-
holders.

So what can be open sourced ? 
Lots of things, below is a check-list

Checklist :

Ÿ Must be Original Work(90% of code is yours)
Ÿ Documented, comes with examples of how to use
Ÿ Code not specific CX/CEM : not something that a direct compe�tor of ours can leverage with the 

excep�on for all use by end customer code(ex: all SDK's)
Ÿ Does not embed any keys/survey tokens/API Keys
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